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WEIGHTED VECTOR-VALUED INEQUALITIES FOR A CLASS
OF MULTILINEAR SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS
GUOEN HU AND KANGWEI LI
Abstract. In this paper, some weighted vector-valued inequalities with multi-
ple weights A~P (R
mn) are established for a class of multilinear singular integral
operators. The weighted estimates for the multi(sub)linear maximal operators
which control the multilinear singular integral operators are also considered.
1. Introduction
In recent years, considerable attention has been paid to the boundedness of the
multilinear singular integral operator on function spaces. Let K(x; y1; : : : ; ym) be
a locally integrable function dened away from the diagonal x = y1 =    = ym in
Rmn. An operator T dened on S(Rn)     S(Rn) (Schwartz space) and taking
values in S 0(Rn), is said to be an m-multilinear singular integral operator with
kernel K, if T is m-multilinear, and satises that
(1.1) T (f1; : : : ; fm)(x) =
Z
Rmn




for bounded functions f1; : : : ; fm with compact supports, and x 2 Rnn\mj=1 supp fj .
Operators of this type were originated in the remarkable works of Coifman and
Meyer [2], [3], and are useful in multilinear analysis. We say that K is a mul-
tilinear Calderon-Zygmund kernel, if K satises the size condition that for all
(x; y1; : : : ; ym) 2 R(m+1)n with x 6= yj for some 1  j  m,
(1.2) jK(x; y1; : : : ; ym)j . 1Pm
j=1 jx  yj j
mn
and satises the regularity condition that for some  2 (0; 1]
jK(x; y1; : : : ; ym) K(x0; y1; : : : ; ym)j . jx  x
0jPm
j=1 jx  yj j
mn+




whenever max1km jx   ykj  2jyj   y0j j. When K is a multilinear Calderon-
Zygmund kernel, Grafakos and Torres [12] considered the behavior of T on L1(Rn)
    L1(Rn), and established a T1 type theorem for the operator T . Lerner, Om-
brossi, Perez, Torres and Trojillo-Gonzalez [16] introduced a new maximal operator
and a new class of multiple weights A~P (R
mn) (see Denition 1.9 below), and estab-
lished the weighted estimates with A~P (R
mn) for the multilinear Calderon-Zygmund
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singular integral operators. For other mapping properties of multilinear Calderon-
Zygmund operators on various function spaces, see [9, 11, 12, 17, 18] and references
therein.
To study the mapping properties for the commutator of Calderon, Duong, Grafakos
and Yan [6] introduced a class of multilinear singular integral operators via the fol-
lowing generalized approximation to the identity.
Denition 1.3. A family of operators fAtgt>0 is said to be an approximation to the
identity, if for every t > 0, At can be represented by the kernel at in the following






and the kernel at satises that for all x; y 2 Rn and t > 0,





where s > 0 is a constant and h is a positive, bounded and decreasing function such




Assumption 1.6. For each xed j with 1  j  m, there exists an approxi-
mation to the identity fAjtgt>0 with kernels fajt (x; y)gt>0, and there exist kernels
Kjt (x; y1; : : : ; ym), such that for bounded functions f1; : : : ; fm with compact sup-
ports, and x 2 Rnn \mk=1 supp fk,
T (f1; : : : ; fj 1; A
j
tfj ; fj+1 : : : ; fm)(x) =
Z
Rnm




and there exists a function  2 C(R) with supp  [ 1; 1], and a constant " 2
(0; 1], such that for all x; y1; : : : ; ym 2 Rn and all t > 0 with 2t1=s  jx  yj j,


















As it was pointed out in [6], operators with such kernels are called multilinear
singular integral operators with non-smooth kernels, since the kernel K satisfy-
ing Assumption 1.6 may enjoy no smoothness in the variables y1 : : : ; ym. Duong,
Grafakos and Yan proved that if T satises Assumption 1.6, and is bounded from
Lq1(Rn)  Lqm(Rn) to Lq;1(Rn) for some q1; : : : ; qm 2 (1; 1) and q 2 (0; 1)
with 1=q = 1=q1 +   + 1=qm, then T is also bounded from L1(Rn)     L1(Rn)
to L1=m;1(Rn). Let T  be the maximal operator associated with the operator T
satisng Assumption 1.6, that is,









To consider the weighted estimates with Ap(Rn) weights for T , Duong et al. [5]
introduced the following two assumptions.
Assumption 1.7. There exists an approximation to the identity fBtgt>0 with ker-
nels fbt(x; y)gt>0, and there exist kernels fK0t (x; y1; : : : ; ym)gt>0 such that
K0t (x; y1; : : : ; ym) =
Z
Rn
K(z; y1; : : : ; ym)bt(x; z)dz;
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and there exists a function  2 C(R) with supp  [ 1; 1], and a constant
 2 (0; 1], such that for all x; y1; : : : ; ym 2 Rn and all t > 0 with 2t1=s 
max1km jx  ykj,


















Assumption 1.8. The kernel K0t (x; y1; : : : ; ym) in Assumption 1.7 satises the
size condition that




j=1 jx  yj j)mn
whenever 2t1=s  min1jm jx  yj j, and the regularity condition that




j=1 jx  yj j)mn+
whenever 2jx  x0j  t1=s and 2t1=s  min1jm jx  yj j.
Duong et al. [5] proved that if T satises Assumption 1.6, Assumption 1.7
and Assumption 1.8, and is bounded from Lq1(Rn)      Lqm(Rn) to Lq;1(Rn)
for some q1; : : : ; qm 2 (1; 1) and q 2 (0; 1) with 1=q = 1=q1 +    + 1=qm,
then for p1; : : : ; pm 2 [1; 1) and p 2 (0; 1) with 1=p = 1=p1 +    + 1=pm,
and w 2 Amin1jm pj (Rn), both T and T  are bounded from Lp1(Rn; w)     
Lpm(Rn; w) to Lp;1(Rn; w), and when min1jm pj > 1, T and T  are bounded
from Lp1(Rn; w)      Lpm(Rn; w) to Lp(Rn; w). Grafakos, Liu and Yang [10]
considered the weighted norm inequalities with multiple weights for T , and proved
that T and T  enjoy the weighted estimates with A~P (R
mn) weights the same as
the multilinear Calderon-Zygmund operators.
The purpose of this paper is to establish some weighted vector-valued inequalities
with multiple weights for a class of multilinear singular integral operators, as analo-
gies of the weighted vector-valued inequalities with Ap(Rn) weights for the classical
Calderon-Zygmund operators (see [1]) in the setting of multilinear singular integral
operators. We remark that the operators we consider here, contain the multilinear
Calderon-Zygmund operators and the multilinear singular integral operators with
non-smooth kernels as examples, see Remark 1.12 below. To state our results, we
rst recall some denitions and notations.
Let p; r 2 (0; 1] and w be a weight. As usual, for a sequence of numbers




. The space Lp(lr; Rn; w) is dened
as
Lp(lr; Rn; w) =








The space Lp;1(lr; Rn; w) is dened as
Lp;1(lr; Rn; w) =
ffkg1k=1 : kffkgkLp;1(lr;Rn; w) <1	
with




x 2 Rn : kffk(x)gklr > 
o
:
When w  1, we denote kffkgkLp(lr;Rn; w) (kffkgkLp;1(lr;Rn; w)) by kffkgkLp(lr;Rn)
(kffkgkLp;1(lr;Rn)) for simplicity.
The following denition of multiple weights was introduced in [16].
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Denition 1.9. Let m 2 N, w1; : : : ; wm be weights, p1; : : : ; pm 2 [1; 1), p 2


































is understood as (infQ wk
 1
.
Our rst result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.10. Let m  2, T be an m-linear operator with kernel K in the sense
of (1.1), r1; : : : rm 2 (1; 1), r 2 (0; 1) such that 1=r = 1=r1+  +1=rm. Suppose
that
(i) T is bounded from Lr1(Rn)     Lrm(Rn) to Lr(Rn);
(ii) for x; x0; y1; : : : ; ym 2 Rn with 8jx   x0j < min1jm jx   yj j, and each
number D such that 2jx  x0j < D and 4D < min1jm jx  yj j
jK(x; y1; : : : ; ym) K(x0; y1; : : : ; ym)j . D
 Pm
j=1 jx  yj j)nm+
;(1.11)
(iii) T satises the size conditon (1.2) and Assumption 1.2.
Let p1; : : : ; pm; q1; : : : ; qm 2 [1; 1), p; q 2 (0; ;1) such that 1=p = 1=p1 +    +
1=pm, 1=q = 1=q1+   +1=qm, ~w = (w1; : : : ; wm) 2 A~P (Rmn). Then T is bounded
from Lp1(lq1 ; Rn; w1)    Lpm(lqm ; Rn; wm) to Lp;1(lq; Rn; ~w). Moreover, if
min1jm pj > 1, then T is bounded from Lp1(lq1 ; Rn; w1)  Lpm(lqm ; Rn; wm)
to Lp(lq; Rn; ~w).
Remark 1.12. As it was pointed out in [6], if T is an m-linear Calderon-Zygmund
operator, then T satises Assumption 1.6. On the other hand, it was proved in [14]
that, if T satises Assumptions 1.7 and 1.8, then K satises (1.6). This shows that,
the multilinear singular integral operators considered in [6, 5] satisfy the hypothesis
of Theorems 1.10.
Some multi(sub)linear maximal operators will be useful in the proof of Theorem
1.10. The rst one is the operator M dened by











This operator was introduced in [16], and plays an important role in the study
of the weighted estimates with multiple weights for multilinear Calderon-Zygmund
operators. Let  be a non-trivial subset of f1; : : : ; mg and # be the cardinal
number of . Dene the multi(sub)linear operator M by























This operator was introduced by Grafakos, Liu and Yang [10], and used in the study
of weighted norm inequalities with multiple weights for the multilinear singular
integral operators with non-smooth kernels. Note that if   f1; : : : ; mg and
i 2 , then
M(f1; : : : ; fm)(x) .Mi(f1; : : : ; fm)(x);
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with






















For the operators M and Mi, we have
Theorem 1.13. Let p1; : : : ; pm 2 [1; 1); q1; : : : ; qm 2 (1; 1), p; q 2 (0;1) such
that 1=p = 1=p1+  +1=pm, 1=q = 1=q1+  +1=qm, ~w = (w1; : : : ; wm) 2 A~P (Rmn).
All of the operators M, Mi (i = 1; : : : ; m) are bounded from Lp1(lq1 ; Rn; w1) 
    Lpm(lqm ; Rn; wm) to Lp;1(lq; Rn; ~w). Moreover, if min1jm pj > 1, then
the operatorsM andMi are bounded from Lp1(lq1 ; Rn; w1)  Lpm(lqm ; Rn; wm)
to Lp(lq; Rn; ~w).
In what follows, C always denotes a positive constant that is independent of the
main parameters involved but whose value may dier from line to line. We use the
symbol A . B to denote that there exists a positive constant C such that A  CB.
Constant with subscript such as C1, does not change in dierent occurrences. For
any set E  Rn, E denotes its characteristic function. For a cube Q  Rn and
 2 (0; 1), we use `(Q) (diamQ) to denote the side length (diamter) of Q, and Q
to denote the cube with the same center as Q and whose side length is  times that
of Q. For x 2 Rn and r > 0, B(x; r) denotes the ball centered at x and having
radius r.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.10
We begin with a variant of the Whitney decomposition lemma, see [19].
Lemma 2.1. Let R > 1. There exists a constant C(n; R) such that for all open
set 
  Rn, 
 can be decomposed as 
 = [jQj, where fQjg is a sequence of cubes
with disjoint interiors, and
(i)







j RQj (x)  Cn;R
(x):
Let f 2 L1(Rn) and Mf be the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of f . Ap-
plying Lemma 2.1 to the set 
 = fx 2 Rn : Mf(x) > g, we can obtain a sequence






As in [20, p. 19], we can verify that, for each j, there exists a cube Qj which






jf(y)jdy . 1jQj j
Z
Qj
jf(y)jdy .Mf(xj) . :
Moreover,
P
j RQj (x) . 
(x):
Lemma 2.2. Letm  2, 1  j  m, T be anm-linear operator with kernel K in the
sense of (1.1), q1; : : : qm 2 (1; 1) with q 2 (0;1) such that 1=q = 1=q1+  +1=qm.
Suppose that
(i) T is bounded from Lq1(Rn)     Lqm(Rn) to Lq(Rn);
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(ii) T satises the Assumption 1.6.
Then T is bounded from L1(lq1 ; Rn)     L1(lqm ; Rn) to L1=m;1(lq; Rn).
Proof. We claim that if p1; : : : ; pm 2 (1; 1), r1; : : : ; rm 2 (1; 1), 1=p = 1=p1 +
   + 1=pm, 1=r = 1=r1 +    + 1=rm, T is bounded from Lp1(lr1 ;Rn)     
Lpm(lrm ;Rn) to Lp;1(lr;Rn), then for each 1  j0  m, T is bounded from
Lp1(lr1 ; Rn)      Lpj0 1(lrj0 1 ; Rn)  L1(lrj0 ; Rn)  Lpj0+1(lrj0+1 ; Rn)     
Lpm(lrm ; Rn) to L%j0 ;1(lr; Rn), where 1=%j0 =
P
1jm; j 6=j0 1=pj+1. In fact, this




fkj 	%j0Lpj (lrj ;Rn)fkm	%j0L1(lrj0 ;Rn):
For simplicity, we only consider the case j0 = m. By homogeneity, we may assume
thatfk1 	Lp1 (lr1 ;Rn) =    = fkm 1	Lpm 1 (lrm 1 ;Rn) = fkm	L1(lrm ;Rn) = 1:
For  > 0, applying Lemma 2.1 to 
m =

x 2 Rn : M ffkmglrm (x) > %m	






ffkm(x)glrmdx . %m ;
and
P
l 4Qlm(x) . 
m(x): For each xed k, set




















with bk; lm (y) = f
k
m(y)Qlm(y), tQlm = f`(Qlm)gs and s is the constant appeared in
(1.4). Our proof is now reduced to proving that for i = 1; 2; 3,nx 2 Rn : T  fk1 ; : : : ; fkm 1; fk; im (x)	lr > =3g .  %m ;(2.3)




we deduce thatffk; 1m gLpm (lrm ;Rn) . %m pm 1pm ffkmgL1(lrm ;Rn) . %m pm 1pm :(2.4)
Recalling that T is bounded from Lp1(lr1 ;Rn)  Lpm(lrm ;Rn) to Lp;1(lr;Rn),
and 1=%m =
Pm 1
j=1 1=pj + 1, we have by the inequality (2.4) thatnx 2 Rn : T  fk1 ; : : : ; fkm 1; fk; 1m (x)	lr > =3o
.  p
ffk; 1m gpLpm (lrm ;Rn) .  %m :
















jbk; lm (z)jdz inf
y2Qlm
Mvk(y):










dy . %m jQlmj:(2.5)
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Therefore, by Minkowski's inequality and the vector-valued inequality of the Hardy-




























































































This, along with the fact that T is bounded from Lp1(lr1 ;Rn)    Lpm(lrm ;Rn)
to Lp;1(lr; Rn), leads to thatnx 2 Rn : T  fk1 ; : : : ; fkm 1; fk; 2m (x)	lr > =3o .  %m :
Now we prove the estimate (2.3) for i = 3. Let ~
m = [l4nQlm. It is obvious
that j~





























By Assumption 1.6, we know that for each x 2 Rnn~






K(x; y1; : : : ; ym) KmAt
Qlm




. Ik(x) + IIk(x):(2.6)
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Observing that


















Another application of the vector-valued inequality for M , leads to thatx 2 Rnn~
m : Ik(x)	lr > =6	 . m 1X
j=1










dx .  %m :(2.7)
We turn our attention to
















Our goal is to prove that for each j with 1  j  m  1,x 2 Rnn~
m : IIjk(x)	lr > =(6m)	 .  %m :(2.8)
If this is true, then (2.3) with i = 3 follows from (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) directly.
We now prove (2.8). We consider the following two cases.







































fkj (yj)	lrj dyj :(2.9)




rmo1=rm . %m jQlmjjx  xlmj2n(2.10)
Set j;m 2 (0; 1) such that 1=j;m = 1=rj +1=rm. We can take  2 (1=2; 1) such
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An argument involving Minowski's inequality and Holder's inequality, (2.9) and




























Dk; lj;m(x)rj rj o 1
. %mFj (x);
Thus, by Holder's inequality,IIjk(x)	lr . %mFj (x) Y
1im 1; i 6=j
Mfki (x)	lri :(2.11)
It is easy to verify thatZ
Rnn
m

















Recall that pj = 1. We obtain from (2.11) and (2.12) and the vector-valued in-
equality for the operator M thatx 2 Rnn~





x 2 Rn : Mfki (x)	lri >  %mpi =(6m)	
.  %m :













jQlmj .  %m :
For x 2 Rnn~
, it is obvious that 4Qlm  B(x; 2jx  xlmj) and so we haveZ
4Qlm















where and in the following, Mf(x) =

M
 jf j(x)1=: It then follows from

























This, together Holder's inequality and Minkowski's inequality and the estimate
(2.6), implies thatIIjk(x)	lr . %mM(fkj )(x)	lrjG(x) Y
1im 1; i 6=j
Mfki (x)	lri :
Therefore, x 2 Rnn










nx 2 Rn : Mfki (x)	lri > Cm %mpi o
.  %m :
We can now conclude the proof of Lemma 2.2. The assumption (i) tells us that
T is bounded from Lq1(lq1 ; Rn)      Lqm(lqm ; Rn) to Lq(lq; Rn). Thus, by our
claim, T is bounded from Lq1(lq1 ; Rn)      Lqm 1(lqm 1 ; Rn)  L1(lqm ; Rn) to
L~qm;1(lq; Rn) with 1=~qm =
P
1jm 1 1=qj +1. Another application of our claim
shows that T is bounded from Lq1(lq1 ; Rn)  Lqm 2(lqm 2 ; Rn)L1(lqm 1 ; Rn)
L1(lqm ; Rn) to L~qm 1(lq; Rn) with 1=~qm 1 =
P
1jm 2 1=qj + 2. Repeating the
argument above m times then yields the desired conclusion. 
As in the proof of Kolmogrov's inequality ([8, p. 485]), we deduce from Lemma
2.2 that
Corollary 2.13. Let  2 (0; 1=m). Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2, for any











Let 1  i  m and l 2 N, dene the operator Mli by
















It is easy to verify that
Mi(f1; : : : ; fm)(x) 
1X
l=1
2 nlMli(f1; : : : ; fm)(x):
Let M c~w be the weighted centered maximal operator with respected to ~w, dened
as







It is well know that M c~w is bounded from L
1(Rn; ~w) to L1;1(Rn; ~w), and
bounded from Lp(Rn; ~w) to Lp(Rn; ~w) for p 2 (1; 1].
Lemma 2.14. Let p1; : : : ; pm 2 [1; 1) and p 2 (0; 1) with 1=p = 1=p1 +    +
1=pm, ~w = (w1; : : : ; wm) 2 A~P (Rmn). Then there exists a constant  2 (0; 1) such
that for any l 2 N and 1  i  m,





jfj jpjwj=~w(x)o 1pj :
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with C a constant independent of i and l. Moreover, if min1jm pj > 1, then there
exists a constant r > 1, such that





jfj jpjwj=~wr(x)o 1rpj :
Lemma 2.14 was essentially given in the proof of Proposition 2.1 in [10].
Let M ] be the Feerman-Stein sharp maximal operator, that is,

















kfT (fk1 ; : : : ; fkmgklr

(x) . M





ffk1 glr1 ; : : : ; ffkmglrm(x)
holds true for nite sequences ffk1 g; : : : ; ffkmg, where and in the following, for
r 2 [1; 1), Mi; r(h1; : : : ; hm)(x) =Mi(h1; : : : ; hm)(x); while for r 2 (0; 1),





Mli(h1; : : : ; hm)(x)
ro 1r
:(2.16)
Proof. For each xed x 2 Rn, cube Q containing x and ffk1 g; : : : ; ffkmg, decompose
fkj as
fkj (y) = f
k
j (y)8nQ(y) + f
k
j (y)Rnn8nQ(y) =: f
k; 1
j (y) + f
k; 2
j (y):
Let yQ 2 Q such that
P
k jT (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(yQ)jr < 1. Observing that =r < 1, we




T (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(y)r  X
k
T (fk; 21 ; : : : ; fk; 2m )(yQ)r=r

nT (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(y)  T (fk; 21 ; : : : ; fk; 2m )(yQ)o
lr
if r 2 (0; 1]. On the other hand, it is obvious thatT (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(y)	lr   T (fk; 21 ; : : : ; fk; 2m )(yQ)	lr 

nT (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(y)  T (fk; 21 ; : : : ; fk; 2m )(yQ)o
lr





















nT (fk; 21 ; : : : ; fk; 2m )(y)  T (fk; 21 ; : : : ; fk; 2m )(yQ)o
lr
dy
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=: I1 + I2 + I3;
where for each term in the sum
P
, fi1; : : : ; img  f1; 2g and at least one ij = 2












ffk1 glr1 ; : : : ; ffkmglrm(x):
For fi1; : : : ; img  f1; 2g with at least one ij0 = 1 and iu = 2 (1  j0; u  m),
set i1; :::; im = fj : 1  j  m; ij = 1g: We assume that j0 2 i1; :::; im . For each




































This, along with Holder's inequality and Minkowski's inequality, shows that when
r 2 [1; 1),
























ffk1 glr1 ; : : : ; ffkmglrm(x):
On the other hand, if r 2 (0; 1], we then get from (2.17) and Minkowski's inequality
that X
k







































ffk1 glr1 ; : : : ; ffkmglrm(x):
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It remains to estimate I3. Note that if y 2 Q and (y1; : : : ; ym) 2
 
Rnn8nQmn,




























This, along with Holder's inequality and Minkowski's inequality, implies thatnX
k













ffk1 glr1 ; : : : ; ffkmglrm(x)
if r 2 (1; 1), andnX
k













ffk1 glr1 ; : : : ; ffkmglrm(x)
if r 2 (0; 1). Combining the estimates for I1, I2 and I3 leads to (2.16) and then
completes the proof of Lemma 2.15. 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Let p1; : : : ; pm 2 [1; 1), p 2 (0; 1) with 1=p = 1=p1 +
   + 1=pm, and ~w = (w1; : : : ; wm) 2 A~P (Rmn). We claim that if r 2 (0; 1), then
for each i = 1; : : : ; m,Mi; r(h1; : : : ; hm)Lp;1(Rn; ~w) . mY
j=1
kfjkLpj (Rn; wj):(2.18)
Moreover if r 2 (0; 1) and min1jm pj > 1, thenMi; r(h1; : : : ; hm)Lp(Rn; ~w) . mY
j=1
khjkLp(Rn; wj):(2.19)
In fact, the estimates (2.18) follows from the fact that for some constant C de-
pending only on  appeared in Lemma 2.14,





x 2 Rn :Mli(h1; : : : ; hm)(x) > 2nl2 l=2
	
;(2.20)
and Lemma 2.14. To prove 2.19, we deduce from Lemma 2.14 that for r 2 (0; 1)
and p 2 (0; r],Mi; r(h1; : : : ; hm)pLp(Rn; ~w) . 1X
l=1
2 nlp
Mli(h1; : : : ; hm)pLp(Rn;~w)




khjkpLp(Rn wj); if min1jm pj > 1:
On the other hand, for the case of r 2 (0; 1) and p 2 (r; 1), we have by Minkowski's
inequality thatMi; r(h1; : : : ; hm)rLp(Rn; ~w) . 1X
l=1
2 nlr




khjkrLp(Rn wj); if min1jm pj > 1:
We now prove Theorem 1.10. By a standard limit argument, it suces to consider
the case that ffk1 g; : : : ; ffkmg are nite sequences. By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.15,
we know that for all q1; : : : ; qm 2 (1; 1) and q 2 (0; 1) with 1=q = 1=q1 +    +
1=qm, T is bounded from L
q1(Rn)      Lqm(Rn) to Lq(Rn). Again by Lemma
2.2 and Lemma 2.15, we have the estimate
M ]





ffk1 glq1 ; : : : ; ffkmglqm(x);(2.21)
with  2 (0; 1=m). Let p1; : : : ; pm 2 [1; 1), p 2 (0; 1) with 1=p = 1=p1 +    +
1=pm, and ~w = (w1; : : : ; wm) 2 A~P (Rmn), By Theorem 3.7 in [16], Proposition 2.1
in [10], and the estimates (2.18) and (2.19), the maximal operators M and Mi; q
are bounded from Lp1(Rn; w1)  Lpm(Rn; wm) to Lp;1(Rn; ~w). Moreover, if
max1jm pj > 1, then these maximal operators are bounded from Lp1(Rn; w1)
    Lpm(Rn; wm) to Lp(Rn; ~w). Noticing that ~w 2 Ap=(Rn), we then obtain
the desired conclusions by (2.21). 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.13
Recall that the standard dyadic grid in Rn consists of all cubes of the form
2 k([0; 1)n + j); k 2 Z; j 2 Zn:
Denote the standard grid by D.
As usual, by a general dyadic grid D , we mean a collection of cube with the
following properties: (i) for any cube Q 2 D , it side length `(Q) is of the form 2k
for some k 2 Z; (ii) for any cubes Q1; Q2 2 D , Q1 \ Q2 2 fQ1; Q2; ;g; (iii) for
each k 2 Z, the cubes of side length 2k form a partition of Rn.
The following lemma was established in [15].
Lemma 3.1. There exists 2n dyadic grids D, such that for any cube Q  Rn,
there exists a cube Q 2 D which satises that Q  Q and `(Q)  6`(Q).
For xed  = 1; : : : ; 2n, let MD be the maximal operator dened by










Similarly, for i; l 2 N, 1  i  m, we dene the maximal operator Ml;Di by
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It then follows from Lemma 3.1 that
M(f1; : : : ; fm)(x) .
2nX
=1
MD(f1; : : : ; fm)(x)
and
Mli(f1; : : : ; fm)(x) .
2nX
=1
Ml;Di (f1; : : : ; fm)(x):(3.2)
Associated with D, dene the sharp maximal function M ];D as










As it was proved in [21, p. 153], for p 2 (0; 1) and w 2 A1(Rn),
kfkLp(Rn; w) . kM ];DfkLp(Rn; w);(3.3)
provided that kMfkLp(Rn; w) < 1. Also, repeating the argument in [21, p. 153],
we can verify that
kfkLp;1(Rn; w) . kM ];DfkLp;1(Rn; w);(3.4)
provided that kMfkLp;1(Rn; w) < 1. Let M ];D f(x) =

M ];D(jf j)(x)1= with
 2 (0; 1).
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 8.1 in [4] in the setting of
multi(sub)linear cases, and will play an important role in the proof of Theorem
1.13.
Lemma 3.5. Let q1; : : : qm 2 (1; 1), q 2 (1=m;1) such that 1=q = 1=q1 +    +
1=qm. Then for integer 1  i  m,  2 (0; 1=m) and  = 1; : : : ; 2n,
M ];D (
fMD(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)glq )(x) .Mffk1 glq1 ; : : : ; ffkmglqm(x)(3.6)
and
M ];D




ffk1 glq1 ; : : : ; ffkmglqmi(x)
+M
ffk1 glq1 ; : : : ; ffkmglqm(x):(3.7)
Proof. We only prove (3.7). The proof of inequality (3.6) is similar and simpler,
and will be omitted. For the sake of simplicity, we only prove (3.7) for D = D.
Let x 2 Rn and Q0 be a dyadic cube containing x. For each y 2 Q0 and integer v




































Observe that for cubes Q  Q0 2 D, if `(Q) < 2 v`(Q0) for some v 2 N, then
2vQ  2Q0. Thus,
Akl+1(y) .Mli
 
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It is easy to verify that

























Dkl (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)	lq . Recall that  < 1=m < q. As in the proof of
Lemma 2.15, we can writefMl;Di (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(y)glq   jC0j

fMl;Di (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(y) Dkl (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)g
lq
.
Ak1(y) +   +Akl (y)	
lq
+




Ak1(y) +    + Akl (y)	lq . For each 1  v  l and y 2 Q0,














ffk1 glq1 ; : : : ; ffkmglqm(y)









 Mliffk1 glq1 ; : : : ; ffkmglqm(x):(3.8)
We can now conclude the proof of Lemma 3.5. Recall that




It is obvious that isMli is bounded from L1(lq1 ; Rn)  L1(lqm ; Rn) to L1=m;1(lq; Rn)
with bounded independent of i and l. As in the proof of Kolmorgov's inequality,


















ffk1 glq1 ; : : : ; ffkmglqm(x):(3.9)




fMl;Di (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(y)glq   jC0jdy 1
. lM
 Mliffk1 glq1 ; : : : ; ffkmglqm(x)
+M
ffk1 glq1 ; : : : ; ffkmglqm(x);
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and leads to the desired conclusion for Ml;Di : 
Proof of Theorem 1.13. We only prove the conclusion for Mi (1  i  m).
Obviously, it suces to consider the case that ffk1 g; : : : ; ffkmg are nite sequences.
We rst consider the case p1; : : : ; pm 2 (1; 1). Let q1; : : : ; qm 2 (1; 1), ~w =
(w1; : : : ; wm) 2 A~P (Rnm),  = 1; : : : ; 2n and  2 (0; 1=m), we obtain from (3.3),
Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 2.14, thatfMl;Di (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)	Lp(lq ;Rn; ~w)
.
M ];D (fMl;di (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)glq )Lp(Rn;~w)
. l
Mliffk1 glq1 ; : : : ; ffkmglqmLp(Rn; ~w)
+




ffkj gLpj (lqj ;Rn; wj);
since ~w 2 Ap=(Rn). This, via (3.2), yieldsfMli(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)	Lp(lq ;Rn; ~w) . l2nl2 l mY
j=1
ffkj gLpj (lqj ;Rn; wj):(3.10)
Observe that for q 2 (1; 1),Mi(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(x)	lq  1X
l=1
2 ln
Mli(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(x)	lq ;(3.11)
and for q 2 (0; 1],Mi(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(x)	qlq  1X
l=1
2 nlq
Mli(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)(x)	qlq :(3.12)
Therefore,Mi(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)gLp(lq ;Rn;~w)  1X
l=1
2 nl
Mli(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)gLp(lq ;Rn;~w);
when p; q 2 (1; 1); andMi(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)gpLp(lq ;Rn; ~w)  1X
l=1
2 nlp
Mli(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)gpLp(lq ;Rn; ~w);
when q 2 (1; 1) and p 2 (0; 1] or q 2 (0; 1] and p 2 (0; q]; andMi(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)gqLp(lq ;Rn; ~w)  1X
l=1
2 nlq
Mli(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)gqLp(lq ;Rn;~w);
when q 2 (0; 1] and p 2 (q; 1). We now deduce from (3.10) thatfMi(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)	Lp(lq ;Rn; ~w) . mY
j=1
fkj 	Lpj (lqj ;Rn; wj):
We now consider the case that min1jm pj = 1. For q1; : : : ; qm 2 (1; 1),
~w = (w1; : : : ; wm) 2 A~P (Rnm),  = 1; : : : ; 2n and  2 (0; 1=m), we get from (3.4),
Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 2.14, thatfMl;Di (fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)	Lp;1(lq ;Rn;~w) . 2nl2 ll mY
j=1
ffkj gLpj (lqj ;Rn;wj);
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which, together with (3.2) gives us thatfMli(fk1 ; : : : ; fkm)	Lp;1(lq ;Rn;~w) . 2nl2 ll mY
j=1
ffkj gLpj (lqj ;Rn;wj):(3.13)














ffkj gpLpj (lqj ;Rn;wj):
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.13. 
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